PUBLISHING NEWS

PMWJ Correspondents recognized for Outstanding Reporting

2018 Editor's Choice Awards announced for reports published in the PM World Journal during 2018

15 February 2019 – Dallas, London, Sydney – PM World has announced the winners of Editor’s Choice Awards for student papers published in the PM World Journal (PMWJ) during 2018. 108 original student papers were published in the PMWJ in 2018, by graduate students at several accredited universities. Seven papers by student authors in four countries were selected for the 2018 awards. Five of the seven students are or were enrolled in 2018 at the Skema Business School in either Lille or Paris, France.

Editor’s Choice Awards are selected each year by the Managing Editor of the PMWJ based on originality, potential impact on the practice and profession of program/project management, and quality. The Reports category is new this year, due to the number of reports published in the PMWJ and to recognize the work international correspondents have been producing for many years. To learn more about PMWJ Author Awards, visit https://pmworldjournal.com/awards

Winners of the 2018 PMWJ Editor’s Choice Awards in the Reports category were the following, with title, author’s name, location and date published in the PMWJ shown (click on title to read a paper):

1. **2018 Summer Youth Olympics Games in Buenos Aires (Project Management Update from Buenos Aires – English & Spanish)** By Cecilia Boggi, PMP, Buenos Aires (Argentina), August 2018

2. **ISO/TC 258, ISO Technical Committee for Project, Program, and Portfolio Management, convenes in Lima, Peru**, By Dr. Jouko Vaskimo, Espoo (Finland) Oct 2018

3. **The Brazilian elections and its reflection on project management (Project Management Report from São Paulo)**, By Mauricio Lopes, Sao Paulo (Brazil), Nov 2018

4. **Carillion Collapse, Classic Cars, Research Projects Abandoned, Speculative Engineering, Oil and Gas Looking Up, Short Reports and Changing of the Guard (UK Project Management Roundup)**, By Miles Shepherd, APM Fellow, IPMA Hon Fellow, Salisbury (UK), February 2018

5. **2018 Southern Cone Tour Congress, PMI Santiago Workshop N°7: Project management in complex IT environments, The race for lithium, Chile’s Piñera**
meets with Silicon Valley’s tech giants (PM Report from Santiago), By Jaime Videla, PMP, Santiago (Chile), August 2018

6. After PM Summit 2018 Ankara; Project Management Update from Turkey, by İpek Sahra Özgüler, Istanbul (Turkey), July 2018

7. The PMI Andalusian Chapter was chartered by PMI and delivered its first Chapter meeting in Seville; Project Management Update from Spain (English & Spanish), by Alfonso Bucero, PMP, PMI Fellow, Madrid (Spain), March 2018

According to PMWJ Managing Editor David Pells, “Each month we publish reports by international correspondents around the world. The reports cover local project management organizations and events, important local and national programs and projects, and local developments affecting local projects and PM. All of our current correspondents have been reporting for us for years; we thought it was time to better recognize their work. Read their reports each month to see what’s happening in other interesting parts of the PM world.”

“If you are an experienced project management professional and might like to become a PMWJ correspondent, please get in touch,” Pells adds. “Former leaders of local PMI chapters or national project management societies in particular have the knowledge and experience to report on important PM developments and trends. Stay engaged, share your knowledge and perspective, report the PM news from your city or region. Join the team!”

For more, visit the correspondents page under teams on the PMWJ home page.
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